College of Forestry Photographic Collection (P 61)

Subgroup 1 - Individually Numbered Images

1 Corvallis Lumber Company log pile.
2-3 Forestry students at Forestry Club cabin, ca. 1950.
3 A.L. Strand sitting on left.
4 Picnic chow line; A.L. Strand identified; E.B. Lemon in suit to Strand=s right, ca. 1950.
5 Forestry students looking over Corvallis from a hill, ca. 1950.
7-15 Students at McDonald Forest, ca. 1940.
7 AMcDonald Forest School of Forestry Oregon State College@ sign at entrance of forest.
8 Student unpacking.
9 Student at radio transmitter in tent.
10 Tent camp.
11 Student blowing bugle.
12 Student sawing log.
13 Students eating.
14 Student walking in woods.
15 Forestry Club Cabin and surrounding buildings.
16 School of Forestry sawmill, ca. 1950; photo by Roger R. Chamard.
17 [no image with this number]
18-39 Prints affixed to black board, ca. 1930s.
18 Man standing outside of a tent.
19 Old forestry building [Moreland Hall].
20 George Peavy.
21 George Peavy on a horse.
22 George Peavy and his students in a forest.
1 Students in a forest.
23 People standing along the outside wall of a country store.
25 Students surveying.
26 Students riding in the back of a truck.
27 Students surveying.
28 A forest stream.
29 People standing outside a country store.
30-31 A river.
32 Fallen trees on the rocks next to a river.
33 Tent camp.
34 Tent.
35 Peavy and his students.
36 Students in the forest.
37 Horses pulling a loaded wagon through a forest.
38 Students surveying.
39 George Peavy with a couple of his students in work clothes.
40 Dean W.F. McCulloch, Dr. Eino Saari and Irvin H. Luiten, 1961.
41 Philip A. Briegleb, ca. 1965.
42 Proposed medallion of George Peavy; prepared by Prof. J. Leo Fairbanks, 1945.
43 Proposed display about forest fire prevention for use at Fernhopper’s Banquet, ca. 1945.
45-57 Annual tug-of-war, ca. 1962.
58 Ervin F. Kurth, ca. 1945.
60-63 Model of proposed US Forest Service building and insect lab, ca. 1960; 4x5 negs and prints.
64 Forestry School Deans, November 1960; includes McCulloch of Oregon State College and Stoltenberg (of Iowa).
65 Forestry Alumni Board of Directors, 1949; photo by Roger R. Chamard.
66 Forestry Alumni Board of Directors, 1949-50; Paul Dunn is second from left.
67 Forestry Alumni Association, 1948-49; l to r: T.J. Starker, 1910; L.L. Stewart, 1932; George Spaur, 1925; Dean Paul M. Dunn; Dan D. Robinson, 1940; Larry Marshall, 1941; Robert Auferheide, 1935; L.F. Cronemiller, 1914; OSC President George W. Peavy; George H. Schroeder, 1935.
69 Fernhopper Banquet, February 19, 1938; in Memorial Union Dining Room.
70 Fernhopper Banquet, Memorial Union, February 20, 1929; Col. Greeley is speaker.
71-79 27th Annual Fernhopper Banquet which brought the Forestry Centennial Conference to a close February 21, 1959.
71 Ervin L. Peterson, Assistant Secretary of Ag., Washington, D.C. was principal speaker. [See also P61:119.]
72 Dean E.B. Lemon receives a myrtlewood bowl, a gift from the Oregon State Fernhoppers. [See also P61:117.]
73 Governor Mark Hatfield attended the banquet and addressed the group. He stressed his disappointment with the lack of wooden buildings used by the State in appropriate settings; Ervin L. Peterson seated. [See also P61:118.]
74 Decorations.
75 Head table: Dean Therd Suprichakorn, Dr. Alfred Hall, Dean F.E. Price, Dean H.J. Vaux and Pres. A.L. Strand.
76 Head table: Governor Mark Hatfield, Secretary Ervin L. Peterson, Dean W.F. McCulloch, Dean E.B. Lemon. [See also P61:114.]
77 Head table: Dean George S. Allen; Lucien Alexander, President of Forestry Alumni Assn.; Jerry Franklin, Forester of Xi Sigma Pi; Malcolm McDowall, President of the Forestry Club; John Gannon, Student Chairman of Fernhopper Banquet. [See also P61:112.]
78 Head table: Governor Mark Hatfield, Secretary Ervin L. Peterson, Dean W.F. McCulloch, Dean E.B. Lemon; all standing. [See also P61:120.]
79 Dean W.F. McCulloch, Toastmaster. [See also P61:116.]
80 [no image with this number]
81 Forestry Sciences Laboratory aerial view, ca. 1960.
82 Forestry Sciences Laboratory; 4x5 negative, ca. 1960.
83-88 Forestry Sciences Laboratory dedication, ca. 1960.
83 George Jemison.
84 Dean McCulloch.
85 J. Herbert Stone facing camera, George Jemison on right, Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Cowlin backs to camera, and Professor Harry Patterson in background.
86 Dean F.E. Price.
87 Architect A.P. Dibenedetto.
88 Mr. Charles Holloway, President State Board of Higher Education.
89 Plywood mill, ca. 1961.
90 Alex Krinak, ca. 1965; color print.
91-92 Forest scenes.
93 Colonel William B. Greeley, ca. 1945.
94 J.T. Longfellow, Oregon City, ca. 1930.
95-97 [no images with these numbers]
98 Forestry camp tour; group picture, ca. 1930.
99-101 Forestry press day on campus, ca. 1963; in and around the greenhouses.
102 Ranch on the Snake River, ca. 1964; color slide.
103 Ring on rock to pull up sternwheelers on Snake River, ca. 1964; color slide.
104 Dr. Helge Irgens-Moller, forest geneticist, and some of the equipment he uses to study photosynthesis, ca. 1968.
105 Dr. Joe B. Zaerr, forest physiologist, in new laboratory facilities, ca. 1968
106 Forest Research Laboratory, ca. 1968.
107 Graduate students have laboratory space for research contiguous with six offices like these, ca. 1968.
108 School of Forestry Faculty, 1959; Dean McCulloch center front.
111-123 Forestry Centennial Conference, 1959.
111 T.J. Starker and Bob Lindsey looking at the historical exhibit in the main concourse, Memorial Union.
112 Head table: Dean George S. Allen; Lucien Alexander, President of Forestry Alumni Assn.; Jerry Franklin, Forester of Xi Sigma Pi; Malcolm McDowall, President of the Forestry Club; John Gannon, Student Chairman of Fernhopper Banquet. [See also P61:77.]
113 Fernhopper Banquet; Dean Therd Suprechakorn, Dr. Alfred Hall, Dean F.E. Price, Dean H.J. Vaux, Pres. A.L. Strand.
114 Head table: Governor Mark Hatfield, Secretary Ervin L. Peterson, Dean W.F. McCulloch, Dean E.B. Lemon. [See also P61:76].
115 Robert Conklin and Larry Christensen looking at the historical exhibit, main concourse of Memorial Union.
116 Dean W.F. McCulloch, Toastmaster. [See also P61:79].
117 Dean E.B. Lemon receives a myrtlewood bowl, a gift from the Oregon State Fernhoppers. [See also P61:72.]
118 Governor Mark Hatfield attended the banquet and addressed the group. He stressed his disappointment with the lack of wooden buildings used by the State in appropriate settings; Ervin L. Peterson seated. [See also P61:73].
119 Ervin L. Peterson, Assistant Secretary of Ag., Washington, D.C. was principal speaker. [See also P61:71.]
120 Head table: Governor Mark Hatfield, Secretary Ervin L. Peterson, Dean W.F. McCulloch, Dean E.B. Lemon; all standing. [See also P61:78].
121 Registration in the lobby of the Home Economics Auditorium.
122 Display featuring the four major problems facing forestry was set up in east end of Memorial Union concourse, February 16-21, 1959.
123 The Forest Research Division’s display in Memorial Union concourse, February 16-21, 1959.
125 Unidentified group (forestry deans?), 1961; includes Stoltenberg and McCulloch.
126 At the New York Ranger School, Wanakena, N.Y., November 16, 1952, enroute from Syracuse, N.Y. to Montreal, P.Q., for the joint meeting of Canadian Institute of Forestry and the Society of American Foresters; includes Walter F. McCulloch.
127 Executives, or their representatives, of the country’s forest schools at the start of their fifth annual conference preceding the 52nd annual Society of American Foresters meeting in Montreal. On November 15, 1952, the executives were the guests of State University of New York College of Forestry at Syracuse, where they posed in front of Louis Marshall Memorial building on the occasion of their first meeting at one of the member colleges; includes Walter F. McCulloch.
128 Advisory Committee on S&PF Forestry met November 3-4, in Washington, D.C., to advise the United States Department of Agriculture on major matters relating to the protections, management, and development of the nation’s 368 million acres of privately owned forest lands and resources; includes Dr. Carl H. Stoltenberg; Mrs. Marion T. Weatherford of Arlington, Oregon, ca. 1967.
129 Gifford Pinchot, ca. 1900.
130 Forestry display in Administration Building, 1972; 2 prints.
134-136 Carl H. Stoltenberg identified.
137 Forestry faculty and students, 1924.
138 Forestry faculty, two graduate students and a forest nurseryman, 1932; William J. Baker, Harry A. Fowells, Merle S. Lowden, Daniels, Fred J. Schreiner, Harry R. Patterson, George W. Peavy, T.J. Starker, Richard S. Kearns.
139 Forestry faculty, ca. 1940; George W. Peavy, T.J. Starker, Glenn Voorhiels, Richard S. Kearns, William Baker, George H. Schroeder.
143-145 120 negatives and prints.
147 C. Wylie Smith, forester, ca. 1970s.
148-161 [no images with these numbers]
162-167 Forestry aerial photo short course, 1949.
168-170 Forestry aerial photo short course, 1950.
171-173 Forestry aerial photo short course, 1952.
174-176 Forestry aerial photo short course, 1954.
177-179 Forestry aerial photo short course, 1955.
180 Forestry aerial photo short course, 1956.
185 School of Forestry Faculty, ca. 1953; l to r, top row: Bill Wheeler, Jim Snodgrass, Bob Wilson, Bob Hostetter, John O=Leary, Ed Pierson, Dan Robinson, Jim Averholser, Bob Mounteer, Ray Yodor, Casey Randall, Bob Kenniston; bottom row: Harry Patterson, George Barnes, Walter McCulloch, Bill Davies, Harry Nettleton, Bill West.
186 Unidentified man shaving, ca. 1930.
187-198 Carl Stoltenberg and others with publication about College of Forestry issued on 75th Anniversary in 1981; 35mm negatives and contact sheet. (12x17 oversize box)
199 Forestry students, ca. 1930s; George Peavy in front row; Shorty Hogan may be man at right end of front row.
200 George Wilcox Peavy, ca. 1920.
201 Peavy cabin, ca. 1945; color print.
202-203 George Wilcox Peavy, ca. 1940.
204 George Wilcox Peavy, ca. 1942; signed Ato Paul M. Dunn, a very worthy successor. @
205 T.J. Starker, 1966; Christmas card; color print.
206 T.J. Starker and 4 grandsons, 1970; Christmas card; color print.
207 T.J. Starker receiving honorary degree, June 6, 1971; Carl Stoltenberg in photo; taken from a television; color print.
208-225 Photographs of sawmills and sawmill artifacts used in Trees to Lumber. McDonald-Dunn Forest: A Historic Look at Sawmilling, published in 1992 by the OSU Research Forests (see PUB 356 for publication); prints and contact sheets. Several of the images are reproductions of images held by other repositories, including the Horner Museum, Oregon Historical Society, and Benton County Historical Museum.
208 Sawmill on Oak Creek operated by Sam Moore during the early 1900's; ca. 1908; photo by Sam Moore.
209 Steam tractor used to pull timber to sawmills and power sawmills in the 1930's; ca. 1900.
210 Mill workers in front of a cook shack at Sam Moore's sawmill on Oak Creek; ca. 1908.
211 A large wheel, possibly off a steam tractor, on a mountain bike trail on the West Fork of Oak Creek marks the site of a sawmill; one-meter measuring stick for scale; 1992; photograph by John Bragg.
212 Flume over Mary's River and Mary's River covered bridge (on left); ca. 1910.
213 Flume for carrying lumber from sawmill to shipping point near Mary's River in Philomath; ca. 1910
214 William Coote (second from left) and seven co-workers at a sawmill near Hoskins in Kings Valley; (left to right) Bayless Moser, Coote, W.C. "Pete" Frantz, Jack Bush, Dick Acken, Marion Frantz, unknown, and A.L. Burbank; ca. 1920s; original photograph and negative owned by Audrey Theurer of Hoskins.
215 Sawmill worker Marion Frantz sits next to large steam traction engine used to power a mill operated by William Coote during the 1920's and 1930's; ca. 1922; original photograph and negative owned by Audrey Theurer of Hoskins.
216 Brick-lined firebox at sawmill site off Tampico Road operated until about 1938 by William Coote; 1992; photograph by John Bragg. 217 Partially crushed water tank at William Coote sawmill site off Tampico Road; one-meter measuring stick for scale; 1992; photograph by John Bragg.
218 Sawmill artifacts at William Coote sawmill site off Tampico Road on the northern fringe of the McDonald-Dunn Forest include 2 steel shafts, oil cans, an "Acme" beer can, some glass bottles; and a metal funnel or hood in the background that may have been used to suck wood shavings away from a planer; 1992; photograph by John Bragg.
219 Large cables wrapped old-growth Douglas fir stumps at sawmill site on West Fork of Oak Creek; one-meter long measuring stick for scale; 1992; photograph by John Bragg.
220 Sketch of steam donkey engine that powered sawmills and logging equipment; 1976 sketch by Ian Colpitts. [See also P 61, Subgroup 2, item 979-11-0053.]
221-5 Contact sheets of photographs of sawmill artifacts taken by John Bragg of Corvallis in 1992; Bragg retained the original negatives.
226 Aaron Thayer collecting data on fir cove red plot, March 1965.
227 Forestry equipment - Lowther V Blade, manufactured by Harry A. Lowther Co., Joliet, Illinois, ca. 1965..
228 Forestry equipment - Lowther wild tree planter, ca. 1965.
229-325 Shrub specimens:
229 Creek dogwood.
230 Rhododendron
233 Blackberry?
236 Snowberry.
237 unidentified.
238 Myrica californica.
239 Salal (l); Ev. Huckleberry (c); Kinnikinnick (r), Tillamook County, 1950.
241 Blackberry?
242 Thimbleberry.
243 Rubus macropetalus (Western Dewberry).
244 Evergreen Blackberry or Blackcap Raspberry, Tillamook County, 1950.
245 Lonicera involucrata (Twin-berry or Ink-berry).
247 Blackberry?
248 Lonicera involucrata (Twin-berry or Ink-berry)
249 Rhododendron
250 unidentified.
251 Vaccinium parvifolium (Red Huckleberry).
252 Spirea douglasii.
253 Ceanothus (Red Stem? Strawbrush?).
254 Golden Chinquapin(?). 256 Bitter Cherry.
257 Amelanchier florid (Service [Sarvis] berry).
258 Rosea?
260 Ceanothus velutinus; Santiam Pass
263 Crataegus douglasii (Black Haw).
266 Wild Crabapple.
268 Indian? Peach.
270 Goats Beard.
284 Rabbitbrush.
286 Bitterbrush.
287 Manzanita.
288 Sumac.
289 Ceanothus Velutina.
290 Syringa.
292 Syringa.
294 Rabbitbrush.
295 Blue Elderberry.
310 1 Bushes at Multnomah Falls.
320 unidentified; 4x5 negative.
321-5 unidentified; 35mm negatives.
326 Jack E. Meadows, Forest Research Laboratory Advisory Committee, June 1977.
327 Dr. David M. Flinchum, appointed Director of Professional Programs for the Society of American Forester (SAF) as of July 1, 1977.
328 Group of students and faculty on the steps of the forestry building [Moreland Hall.]; perhaps participants in aerial photo short course, ca. 1950.
Inventory of Accession 96:031 (Transferred from Horner Museum)
All of the following items were part of Horner Museum accession 979-11 and are numbered 979-11-xxxx.
[Note: This box includes several documents that were not linked with specific images in initial processing.]

Miscellaneous - School of Forestry
1 Old Trask Road in Tillmook Burn; Unpaved road cut through a stand of burned trees.
2 Fire Control.
3 Maples at entrance; 1930=s sedan parked on road beside maple trees, 3/19/36 John Burtner
4 CCC Trucks, 3/19/36 John Burtner.
5 View of OSU campus looking east toward Waldo Hall and OSU Physical Plant from Weatherford Hall; also a view of School of Forestry=s Arboretum behind the old Forestry Building; 1939.
6-9 Aerial views of OSU campus looking north toward foothills of Coast Range and McDonald Forest.
6 7/14/1955.
7 1955; 4x5 negative and print.
8 1955; 4x5 negative and 2 prints.
9 1955.
10 Memorial Union, Summer 1971; 2 120 negatives and contact sheet.
11-18 Aerial view of OSU campus looking north toward foothills of Coast Range and McDonald Forest, 1971.
12-16 4x5 negatives and prints.
19 Women=s Building.
20-24 Memorial Building.
25 View showing three fine Sitka Spruce trees each of them six feet in diameter, August 1923; photo by C. D. Cress.
26 Man in work garb stands beside base of tree.
27 Man kneeling and sighting through sites on a gun, and in background is a young girl posing before a grove of old-growth trees; other prints at 979-11-4594 and 979-11-4605. 28 Wallace Carey measures a tree.
29-45 Taken by Oliver V. Matthews.
29 Ford Model A sedan Auto parked on an unpaved road in an arid landscape, September 2, 1931.
30 Trees, May 5, 1936.
31 A deciduous small tree among sparse conifer stand, July 11, 1936.
32 A deciduous tree, October 23, 1936.
33 Trees on a steep slope, October 23, 1936.
34 Saplings growing on Old Growth tree, April 15, 1939.
35 Spotted this tree for 1st time, Wed. September 29, 1939 on same trip as ADiscovery Tree@, April 29, 1939.
36 Conifer tree in coniferous forest, June 29, 1941.
37 Model A Ford sedan auto parked before P.E. Walker General Merchandise, Confectionery, August 15, 1942.
38 Small deciduous trees just west of the section line 28, Range 1 East, Township 8 South, September 6, 1942.
39 A tree with a woman in a long dress sitting on a bench in front of a tree superimposed next to it, September 8, 1942.
40 Large leafless tree covered with Spanish moss measuring 15 feet above ground on lower side found 4.3 miles north of Salem Jct., Tillamook County, Oregon, March 21, 1943.
41 Model A Ford Roadster auto parked along a steep logging road, March 21, 1943.
42 A deciduous tree, September 7, 1943.
43 Large evergreen trees growing on the corner of a snow covered city log, 1950.
44 An evergreen tree, September 27, 1950.
45 Leafless deciduous tree, November 13, 1950.
46 Old Homestead Building, a pen and ink drawing of a building by artist Ian Colpitts; used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring, 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
47 Old Homestead Building, a pen and ink drawing of a building by artist Ian Colpitts; used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring, 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
48 A pen and ink drawing of a tree snag by artist Ian Colpitts, used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
49 A pen and ink drawing of a loaded log truck by artist Ian Colpitts, used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
50 A pen and ink drawing of by artist Ian Colpitts, used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
51 A pen and ink drawing of a forest scene by artist Ian Colpitts, used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
52 A pen and ink drawing of a waterfall by artist Ian Colpitts, used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
53 A pen and ink drawing of a stream donkey by artist Ian Colpitts, used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
54 A pen and ink drawing of a tree with a mountain background by artist Ian Colpitts, used in a Forestry Media Center brochure, Spring 1976; 120 negative, 5 35mm negatives and a print.
55 Cartoon drawing of a man peering into a crystal ball which says Acoming prices; 4x5 negative and print.
56 Roosevelt campaign buttons from 1932 and 1940.
57 Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
58 Not many people are paying attention to the fire in the School Science Buildings as the Mount Harmon, Mass. football team, like Vera, played on, 11/26/1965; 12x17 oversize box.
59 Chief Wawatam; a car and train ferry; 5 3/4 x 3 2 negative and print.
60 Mt. Shasta Mineral Spring Co. resort, on the railroad near Dunsmuir, CA; Shasta Springs, CA.
61 Helicopter hovering just above ground at Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Resort, on the east side of Mt. Hood; 4x5 negative and print.
62 Men observe bullwheel on a yana ski lift at Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Resort.
63 Single chairlift with foot rest, snow covered mountain in background.
64 3 small children standing in forest setting, they appear to be looking at a cut log.
65-66 White house with out buildings in rural setting, August 1956; 2 prints.
67 A Home-Summer of 1931@ rail car in rural setting, 1931.
68 Woman Standing in front of a white wood cottage in wooded setting.
69 Women on boardwalk of Atlantic City; example of 1920s fashion and U.S.A. version of latter day Byzantine architecture mixed with early 20th century buildings.
70 A Addison@ people standing in front of a car and white house.
71 Group of men posing in snow holding snow shovels.
72 Woman holding black dog by its collar in Bermuda.
73 1970=s vintage cars parked in front of 3-story hotel or school landscaped with deciduous and evergreen trees; 120 negative.
74 Cartoon of a man reading a newspaper with a headline of AHow to Use the Futures Market@ printed on his briefcase is Hemfir Lumber Co.

Logging Machinery
75 Baird Creek bridge built in 1930=s by Weyerhaeuser Co.
76 Algoma Logging Co. a few miles north of Klamath Falls; abandoned about 1940, November 1933.
77 Grout and Gibbons= Caterpillar Tractor Co. working for Scotts Mill Oregon.
78 Closeup of wood axle and wheel of a high wheeler.
79 Log truck on the move. Note fire scarred butt. Should have long butted or cut higher stump. butt is pitchy.
80 Man sitting atop a cab of a loaded log truck.
81 Loaded log truck on Snow Peak, April 1943.
82 H. L. Co. from Lacomb, Oregon on a private road. Truck is loaded with 9' Bunks, Hemlock, 1942.
83 Empty log truck driving up to Snow Peak, April 1943.
84 Loaded log truck.
85 Southern Oregon Sugar Pine, stump over 9' in diameter.
86 Two young men standing next to a School Mill truck loaded with lumber, Spring 1953.
87 Published photos of men logging.
88 Loaded log truck.
89 John Ohman coming from truck; Forestry Club Logs at landing, November 5, 1949.
90 Four empty log truck trailers on loading docks.
91 Unloaded log trailer on jacks ready to be loaded.
92 Log trailer loaded with logs and backed into stall of loading jacks.
93 Log truck carrying empty trailer backed into jacks.
94 Loaded log trailers parked between jacks.
95 Closeup of loaded log truck trailer
96 100 ton shay, 1922 before Superheater was installed; steam engine train; 4x5 negative and 2 prints.
97 Men loading log trailers; 4x5 negative and print.
98 Logging camp next to railroad tracks; East Side Log Co.; 4x5 negative and print.
99 McCloud River Lumber Co., 1900.
100 Unloading logs at a log dump; Ohio Match Co. reload in Northern Idaho.
101 East Side Log Co. camp bisected with 4 parallel and one single set of train tracks; another print located at 979-11-274; 4x5 negative at 979-11-4121.
102 East Side Log Co. Keasey, Oregon; train loaded with logs in a logged area; 4x5 negative at -0134.
103 Same as -0098.
104 Men standing in logged area.
105 Wisconsin Lumber Co. Landing between Oak Point and Stella; men dumping logs into log pond.
106 Old-time logging in the Klamath country; men unloading logs into log pond.
107 Large log on flat car.
108 Possibly Brooks-Scanlon Lumber near Bend, Oregon; loading a log truck.
109 Camp 8 Nimpkish; steam train engine next to lake or ocean.
110 Gravel Pit Wreck.
111 Robert Earle and Robert Bonnett standing in front of Hammond Lumber Co. train, Samon, California; the locomotive was build in the Hammond Shops at Samon, California by Robert Bonnett. In those days if a logger couldn= take it he built it.
112 Man sitting on a box car; postcard.
113 Coos Bay Lumber Co.=s Sadletank engine pulling logs into Coos Bay, Oregon, 1942.
114 Cedar pole chute.
115 Man guiding logs down river.
116 Steam donkey next to river.
117 Steam engine pulling two flat cars loaded with logs crossing a river on a railroad trestle. 118 Unloading logs into log pond; Englewood.
119 Train station.
120 Train tracks.
121 Special flat car for hauling donkeys.
122 High-balling in the pine country with a Cat Sixty; Brooks-Scanlon, Bend, Oregon, 1929.
123 Canadian National Engine 6057 leaving Jasper Alta, Canada.
124 Train engine 5915 coming down the tracks.
125 Two logs on a flat car, Clear Lake.
126 Log train parked in the snow.
127 This is the Coquihalla River immediately east of Hope. During the thaw of last February the river dammed and diverted the stream, as shown in the picture and took a new course for itself through the streets and piled debris on the tracks of the C. N. yard at Hope to a height of three feet.
128 Man posing beside square unconventional railroad engine. Engine has brushes mounted over each rail on its front bumper. Grasse River is painted on a door; 4x5 negative.
129 Railroad engineer is posing in window of engine 4; nitrate negative.
130 A mountain taken from a train; 4x5 negative.
131 Railroad bridge supports; 4x5 negative.
132 Bridge under construction; 5x7 negative.
133 Loaded log train passing across a clear-cut canyon on a 5 story wood trestle; 4x5 negative.
134 Same as -0102; 4x5 negative.
135 Men posing on Eastside Log Co. engine 102; 4x5 negative.
136 Log trailers on jacks some loaded; 120 negative.
137 Men standing around log trailers on jacks; 120 negative.
138-139 Man operating a Allis-Chalmers tractor in a forest; 120 negatives.
140 Rubber tired loader lifting a log to put on trailer; 4x5 color transparency.
141 CAT with front blade is skidding a log; 4x5 negative.
142 T. J. Starker is standing beside a high-wheeler that is parked beside the old forestry building, it was a gift from R. Veal and Sons from Albany, Oregon; photo by John Burtner.
143 High-wheeler parked under conifer trees.
144 Men standing next to the trenches left from logs being dragged by a skidder.
145 Mr. Schetky owner of Schetky Equipment Co. sits on a Lucky Logger Skidder, Black Rock area, September 1, 1970; contact print and 120 negative at -0193.
146 Close-up of the Lucky Logger brand, September 1, 1970; contact print and 120 negative at -0197.
147 Man waving while standing in snow behind a skidder; Lloyd H. Larson.
148 This time the skidder conked out with her nose in the muck. The boys had to dig a hold to crank it. Ernie Theverkauf at the throttle, November 5, 1949.
149 Ernie Theverkauf puts one on the truck; Club Cabin Project, November 5, 1949.
150 Shovel Boom Loader, Chester California.
151 John Smith and CAT Logging pilling on Benton County State Banks Sale, August 1935.
152 Man observing Caterpillar motor.
153 Same as -0152.
154 Man standing on a Caterpillar.
155 Skidder with winch and arch beside a pile of logs.
156 Skidder pulling logs to log trucks.
157 Skidder loaded with 3 logs.
158 Floyd Robinson operating a CAT Sixty owned by Forest Lumber Co., Pine Ridge, Oregon logging the Klamath Indian Reservation, October 1928.
159 Loading a CAT Sixty owned by Forest Lumber Co., Pine Ridge, Oregon logging on the Klamath Indian Reservation, October 1928.
160 Unloading a CAT Thirty, owned by Lamm Lumber Co., Modoc Point, Oregon, while another one waits, logging on the Klamath Indian Reservation, October 1928.
161 Loading a CAT Thirty to load a train, owned by Lamm Lumber Co., Modoc Point, Oregon, logging on the Klamath Indian Reservation, October 1928.
162 CAT Sixty working on the Klamath Indian Reservation, owned by Forest Lumber Co., Pine Ridge, Oregon, October 1928.
163 Man bringing a CAT Sixty through trees, logging the Klamath Indian Reservation, skidder owned by Forest Lumber Co., Pine Ridge, Oregon, October 1928.
164 CAT Sixtys with wheelers formerly horse drawn going back for more, owned by Brooks-Scanlon Co., Bend Oregon, October 1928.
165 Steam traction engine pulling trailers with logs, ca. 1894.
166 CAT Sixtys logging with high wheelers owned by Brooks-Scanlon & Shevlin Hixon Camp, Bend Oregon.
167 CAT Sixty with Willamette wheelers equipped with Fairleads used for logging at Camp No. 7. Skidder owned by Fruit Growers Supply Co., Susanville, California, June 1928.
168 CAT Sixtys logging with High Wheelers, owned by Brooks-Scanlon & Shevlin Hixon Camp, Bend, Oregon.
169 Unloading a skidder.
170 Man dragging a log through a creek with a skidder.
171 CAT Diesel RD8 with Hyster Arch and Towing Wench, and equipped with LeTourneau Bulldozer getting ready to haul logs down hill, owned by 3-M Logging Co., Jewell, Oregon, June 25, 1937.
172 Sugar Pine Logs are being loaded by a McVey Loader using end hooks, Southern Oregon Sugar Pine Corp, Medford Oregon.
173 CAT Sixtys logging with Fairlead Arch equipped with Athy tread in Wheeler County, Sixtys owned by Kinzua-Pine Mills, Kinzua, Oregon.
174 CAT Sixty skidding logs in Wheeler County, Sixty owned by Kinzua-Pine Mills Kinzua, Oregon.
175 Lucky Logger Skidder in Black Rock Area, September 1970; 4 views; contact prints and 120 negatives at -0194 through -0198.
176 Typical CAT and arch full of logs, Western Oregon Douglas fir region.
177 CAT dragging a log through forested area.
178 Loader and skidder.
179 Steel tread bulldozer hauling load of logs cut into slabs.
180 Close up of skidder arch with cables and chokers attached to logs.
182 Portable loader Blacks Mountain Enpt. Forest, Northern California.
183 CAT Sixty with Villair Fairlead wheels pulling logs, owned by Ewauana Box Co., Bly, Oregon, November 1929.
184 CAT Sixty with a hydraulic wheeler owned by Mt. Emily Lumber Co., LaGrande, Oregon, October, 1928.
185 CAT D4 equipped with HYSTER D4 Towing Winch and Fairlead Sulky logging pulpwood, owned by James Macaren Company, Menjo Lake, Quebec, November 1939.
186 Oregon Highline Fairlead Comb. for rolling logs off mountain.
187 CAT pulling a loaded arch.
188 CAT Sixty using a hydraulic wheeler, owned by Mt. Emily Lumber Co., LaGrande, Oregon, October 1928.
189 CAT Sixty using a hydraulic wheeler backing over bunch, owned by Mt. Emily Lumber Co., LaGrande, Oregon, October 1928.
190 HYSTER D8 Improved Yarder being demonstrated on operation of Hammond Redwood Company, Samon, California, November 1938.
191 CAT Sixty with Villair Fairlead wheels, owned by Ewauna Box Co., Bly, Oregon, November 1929.
192 CAT Sixty with a hydraulic wheeler pulling out before the ground has been Aswamped@, owned by Mt. Emily Lumber Co., LaGrande, Oregon, October 1928.
193 Same as -0145; contact print and 120 negative.
194-196 Same as -0175; contact prints and 120 negatives.
197 Same as -0146; contact print and 120 negative.
198 Same as -0175; contact print and 120 negative.
199 Skidder pulling logs; equipment shown is manufactured by R. G. LeTourneau, Inc., Longview, Texas.
200 CAT Sixty logging Cruisers skidding logs at the jammer to be carried to the mill, Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, California, June, 1928.
201 CAT Sixty logging Cruisers skidding logs at the jammer to be carried to the mill, Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, California, June, 1928.
202 Roy Rae, in charge of ten CATs working at Camp 66, looks overt the CATs as they are lined up at the close of the day=s work waiting for the man who fuels and greases them before the start of the next day=s work; owned by Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, California, June 1928.
203 Man operating an international Harvester bulldozer pulling a loaded Karry-all arch down steep terrain.
204 CAT Sixty with New Athey Fairload Wheeler owned by Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, California, October 1928.
205 [no image]
206 CAT Sixty hauling tool shed carrying likely repair parts for the CATs and is in charge of a skilled repair man. This tool sled does away with the necessity of making frequent trips back to camp for repairs or tools. When an operation is moved this is either skidded overland or loaded on train and taken there; Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, California, June 1928.
207 CAT Sixty logging Cruiser skidding logs at the jammer to be carried to the mill, Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, California, June 1928.
208 CAT pulling an arch loaded with logs, Redwoods, March 1951; Pacific Lumber Co.
209 Wright Bros. working near Mineral, Washington on the slopes of the Cascades. Cliff Wright says this huge 600 year old fir log is the largest log he has handled in 20 years of logging; pulled by a CAT Diesel Seventy-Five, September 19, 1934.
210 After 25 years of work, the first Caterpillar Diesel powered track-type Tractor ever produced is still delivering power. Owned by the Quincy Lumber Co., Inc., of Quincy, California, the Caterpillar ASixty@ Tractor is presently being used in that company=s log-skidding operations.
211 CAT Sixty with high wheeler and fairlead; Fruit Growers Supply Co., Susanville, California, June 1928.
Sixty ischunking out theright of way for newlogging road being built by the Tidewater Lumber Co.

Logging Kneeland, Lundin & Biglow Gaylord, Michigan; the Holt tractor, forerunner of today=s Caterpillar tractor.

Caterpillar Diesel D7 tractor with Hyster logging arch and winch pulls logs from the woods to landing near Green Valley, Oregon, White Pine Lumber Co., Lakeview, Oregon; taken by Teen Becksted, September 7, 1951.

Two men pose in DC 8 CAT to which a large log is attached with a cable.

Operator drives International Diesel, dual-stacked skidder, dragging 3 logs through logged area.

Operator of CAT Diesel tractor observes Hyster Cruiser arch loaded with logs.

Operator of CAT Diesel pulling a Hysert Arch loaded with logs.

CAT Sixty skidding logs in Wheeler County, Kinzua-Pine Mills, Kinzua, Oregon.

CAT tractor pulling loaded arch.

Tractor with bulldozer pulling large log.

Rear shot of logs skidded through muddy forest floor.

Operator drives International tractor loaded with logs through a logged part of forest.

Rear shot of International tractor pulling logs.

Operator skidding logs through a forest.

CAT Sixty logging with Fairlead arch equipped with Athey tread in the Wheeler County, Kinzua-Pine Mills, Kinzua, Oregon.

CAT Sixty logging with Fairlead arch equipped with Athey tread in the Wheeler County, Kinzua-Pine Mills, Kinzua, Oregon.

CAT Sixty logging with Fairlead wheels in Wheeler County, Kinzua-Pine Mills, Kinzua, Oregon.

CAT Sixty logging with Fairlead arch equipped with Athey tread in the Wheeler County, Kinzua-Pine Mills, Kinzua, Oregon.

CAT Sixty logging with Fairlead arch equipped with Athey tread in the Wheeler County, Kinzua-Pine Mills, Kinzua, Oregon.

CAT Sixty skidding logs to mill, Grout and Gibbons.

Rear of tractor skidding two logs.

Logging direct to the mill with one tractor and arch outfit, Clackamas Fir Lumber Co., Beaver Creek, Oregon.

CAT Sixty is chunking out the right-of-way for new logging road being build by the Tidewater Lumber Co.

Operator of Caterpillar Diesel 2 with Hyster D-2 winch skids log across forest floor.

Operator of International Trac tractor winches enormous log.

CAT Sixty with Athey equipped logging wheeler, June 1928, Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, CA.

CAT Sixty with Willamette wheelers equipped with Fairleads used for logging at camp 7, June 1928, Fruit Growers Supply Co., Susanville, CA.

CAT Diesel tractor and new Willamette Arch equipped with forged track wheels (Athey), Elliott & Co. Inc., Seattle, WA.

A CAT Sixty with high wheeler with fairlead, June 1928, fruitlead.

Snag pusher invented by Bill Dyche in 1927. From this crude beginning have developed the high specialized pushers now in use. Dyche on the ground.

The Dyche roll-out hook for turning over ponderosa pine logs. Photo of Algona Lumber Co. operation near Klamath in early 1930’s. Dyche in front of CAT.

[No item with this number.]

Operators manipulating steam shovel in road building through forest.

Front view of road grader moving soil in a burned over area of forest.

Bulldozing out logging road for logging in Oregon.
246 Road grader loaded with one log suspended on carrier-midair.
247 View from above a road grader loaded with one log suspended on carrier-midair.
248 Operator grading small road.
249 Road grader loaded with one log suspended on carrier-midair.
250 End view of a saw that is cutting logs into slab wood.
251 Construction site for forest road.
252 Steam shovel at construction site.
253 Operator grading small road.
254 Building railroad up Fossil Creek P. Lumber Co., June 1911, Austrian Laborers.
255 Steel tracked machine on forest road building site.
256 Operator tending to cut slabs coming from saw.
257 Tractor moving debris in forested setting.
258 Putting up main line grade, J. Heils Co., Klickitat, WA; ASwede@ level marking grade.
259 Log culvert in forest.
260 Scoop shovel building logging railroad.
261 Mechanical drawing of adjustable road grader drawn to appear attached to a tractor.
262 CAT Sixty with revolving scraper working on side hill, Shevlin-Hixon, Bend, Oregon.
263 Tractor with blade shoving soil around bridge constructed of wood.
264 Operator tending to cut slabs coming from saw.
265 Men posing beside a steam shovel; passenger ferry ships and city buildings are in the background.
266 Bill Stiles, senior engineer, operating the school=s CAT.
267 CAT Sixty with scraper, Silver Falls Lumber Co.
268 Clam shovel operating in forest.
269 Clam shovel operating on site of forest road under construction, Weyerhaeuser Timber Co.
270 Road construction site.
271 Tractor pulls a snow plow along snow covered road.
272 Tractor pushing rubbish aside.
273 Unloading logs into a mud pond.
274 East Side Log Co. camp bisected with 4 parallel and one single set of train tracks; another print located at 979-11-101; 4x5 negative at 979-11-4121.
275 Logging camp of Eastside Log Co.; 2 prints; 4x5 negative at 979-11-4120.
276 Head Quarters Camp; up to date logging in 1897, Columbia River Washington; 4x5 negative at 979-11-4122.
278 Taking donkey up mountainside; 4x5 negative.
279 Spar pole and steam donkey, Eastside Log Co.; 4x5 negative; same as 979-11-284; print at 979-11-368.
280 Spar pole and steam donkey, Eastside Log Co.; 4x5 negative.
281 Men beside a steam donkey parked at logging show; 4x5 negative and print.
282 Another view of yarding logs to shute; 120 negative.
283 Loader arm and clamp grasping log; 4x5 negative.
284 Spar pole and steam donkey, Eastside Log Co.; 4x5 negative; same as 979-11-279; print at 979-11-368.
285 Three men in dress garb pose on road being graded through a forest; 4x5 negative.
286 Logs on aerial lead suspended over small canyon in forest; 4x5 positive transparency.
287 Laborors loading log with a loader onto a log truck.
288 Adding gas to the Skagit Skyline Crane.
A group of men getting a lesson of the mechanics of the Skagit Skyline Crane.

A group of men getting a demonstration of the Skagit Skyline Crane.

A Long-Bell loader.

Logs being loaded onto a log truck from a log deck.

Men observing a logging operation; log truck being loaded are in the background.

Logs being loaded onto a log truck from a log deck.

Log loader waiting to load logs onto flat-bed rail cars, 1942.

Donkey engine used during the days before logging was done with power tools and trucks.

A close-up view of logs being loaded onto a log truck from a log deck.

Front view of steam donkey operating on a logging show.

View of logging camp across a cut forested area.

Steam donkey, spar pole, and lead lines loading a parked loaded train.

Grapple hooks and carriage on lead line are suspended above logs; 4x5 negative and print.

Marvin Rowley stands under logs suspended on lead line.

Logs suspended from lead line.

View of Yarder parked on a clear-cut area.

Close-up view of log on log loader tractor.

Loader maneuvers a log.

Loader grappling log from deep mud at logging show.

Loader loading log onto a log truck.

Log suspended from cable attached to spar pole.

Laborer pose beside loaded log truck.

View of same logging operation as 979-11-320.

Loader with snag suspended in mid-air to place it onto waiting log truck.

Loader placing log onto waiting log truck at Black Rock, August 1950.

Men observing grapple loader at work.

Men working around a steam donkey.

A Yarder at work.

Close-up of Yarder and operator.

Front view of log truck being loaded.

View of a man adjusting loader chains to release a log that was placed on a log truck.

View of same logging operation as 979-11-311.

Air tong loader loading waiting log truck.

Close-up view of clam shovel.

View of clam shovel suspended from a cable from arm of loader.

Close-up view of clam shovel.

Close-up view of top of clam shovel.

Log suspended from cable tongs as log is loaded onto rail flat car.

Loader loading a rail flat car with logs; a steam donkey can be seen in the background.

Carriage suspended from lead line.

Loader using grapple tongs to load rail flat car.

Machine is yarding logs to landing; donkey engine in the background; on the Olympic Peninsula.

View of Yarder parked amid a clear-cut area; steam donkeys are in the background.

Logging two sides with a set-up pole. Thirty lines in the tree-two skylines, two high lead blocks, two tree jacks and a boom loader, Camp 25 Booth-Kelly Lumber Co., October 13, 1922.

View of a log suspended from spar pole cables, 1971.

Shovel loader loading log truck.

Loading logs with a spar pole, Snow Peak, April 1943.

Shovel loader loading log truck.
337 Swivel loader loading small logs onto log truck.
338 Using a swivel loader to grapple log.
339 Loaded log truck parked under boom.
340 Unloading a sled for donkey.
341 Steam donkey with log suspended from arm.
342 Three men atop a spar pole.
343 Man building a wood culvert.
344 View of steel cable rolls.
345 Spar pole, guy lines, and carriage.
346 Cable anchored to a tree.
347 Man feeding cable onto a pulley.
348 A donkey in a clear cut area.
349 Front view of a donkey.
350 Spar pole and boom at a landing.
351 A landing with spar pole, tool shed, Yarder, and log truck.
352 Steam jammer loading logs onto a rail flat car.
353 Laborers operating a loader with a log suspended over a trailer.
354 Men examining equipment at the McDonald Logging Show.
355 Three men sitting on a loaded log truck.
356 Swivel loader moving a log.
357 Loader and operator.
358 Loaded log truck with empty loader above it.
359 Loader at landing.
360 Loader being detached from log on truck trailer.
361 Swing loader and spar pole at landing.
362 Loading logs with a John Deere tractor loader.
363 Dolbeer of ancient vintage found in woods near Jose Basin, Sierra National Forest, California, August, 1934. Close-up showing horizontal drum and vertical piston.
364 Swing loader swinging log onto partially loaded truck trailer.
365 Same as 979-11-364; printed backwards.
366 Swivel loader loading log truck with man in background de-liming logs.
368 Spar pole and steam donkey, Eastside Log Co.; 4x5 negatives at 979-11-279 and 979-11-284.
369 Rigging boom at the Redwood operation, March 1951; same at 979-11-370.
370 Same as 979-11-369.
371 Rigging boom being used to load a truck trailer.
372 View from front of truck of a rigging boom being used to load the truck=s trailer.
373 Close-up of grapple tongs and arm.
374 Side views of a Universal Lorain Moto-Crane.
375 Loader moving a log.
376 Loader owned by Mount Emily Lumber Co., La Grande, Oregon.
377 Log suspended from cable connected to a grapple hook.
378 Swivel loader in town.
379 Front view of log trucks being loaded on the side of a hill.
380 Spar pole, loader, donkey and rail line at the East Side Log Co. landing.
381 Five men in business dress and one in work garb beside a steam donkey; 4x5 negative and print.
382 Loading a rail flat car.
383 Loader system of the Pac Lumber Co. of Scotia, California, March 1951.
384 Steam donkey.
385 Diesel donkey engine.
386 Loading logs with cables onto parked caboose and flat car.
387 Coming in over a high lead logging system in the steep Douglas fir region is a turn of three logs. They are suspended by choker cables from the heavier cable threaded through the big carriage riding the aerial tramway. In steep country like this the logs frequently ride clear of the ground in crossing deep canyons, which the overhead cable spans by being rigged between two sturdy spar trees, one on each side of the canyon.
388 The rigging used on a spar tree in the Douglas fir region is an intricate system of cables used to brace or guy the tree and other cables which pass through blocks and then out to the woods for fastening to logs. It requires skill and knowledge to rig such a tree for safe logging.
389 Using a tractor for pulling stumps.
390 Diesel donkey parked on landing.
391 The first skyline in the Pacific Northwest rigged up by Bob Bair at Bridal Veil Lumber Co. in 1922. Logger in photo is unknown. ACarriage@ is made by Bill Dyche and camp blacksmith.
392 Logs jammed at water=s edge.
(P shelves - Box 2)
393 Old-time logging in the Klamath country; men loading logs onto rail flat cars.
394 Man with a donkey covered by a wood structure.
395 Skidding logs using horse drawn high wheelers.
396 Horse pulling three logs; positive transparency.
397 Man using ox to drag logs.
398 Aerial view of clear cut area.
399 The result of industry=s deforestation, Lyon; logged area of stumps with a cabin in the background.
400 [No item with this number.]
401 Aerial view of mountains with clear cut areas; 4x5 negative.
402 Aerial view of a large clear cut area; 4x5 negative.
403 Men chopping undercut in tree.
404 Man moving away from falling tree.
405 Man cutting top of a tree off.
406 Power saw Chester by Bruce Starker; Pulaski used to chipout undercut.
407 Close-up view of logged area.
408 Gasoline power saw felling at Snow Peak, April 1943.
409 Gasoline power saw felling at Snow Peak, April 1943.
410 Topping a spar pole.
411 Girdled Douglas fir continuing to grow above cut 8 years later; presumably through root grafting.
412 Bert Masen and Jack Schifterdecker hold an Atkins-Hassler electric power saw next to a loaded rail flat cars, J. Neils, 1942.
413 Men on a clear cut area look over clear cut hills.
414 Man using an instrument to measure felled tree trunk; a U.S. Forest Service Photo.
416 Men, women and children pose atop loaded log train engin and flat cars which are parked in forested area.
417 Felling Redwood, Humbolt Forest; men sit on tree trunk the measures 22 ft in diameter; 4x5 negative and print.
418 Down timber ready for donkey.
419 Logging scene in the Corvallis-Philomath area.
420 Man next to a felled tree; U. S. Forest Service Photo.
421 Men on felled trees still on the forest floor.
422 Felled trees in a burned forest.
423 Men standing on felled trees.
424 Boy and dog under burned tree stumps.
425 Felled trees.
426 Man cutting the undercut of a tree in the snow; 35mm negative and contact print.
427-429 Man studying leaves of a tree; 35mm negatives and contact prints.
429 image cut off by end of film.
430 Men atop logs of unloading deck; camp can be seen in the background.
431 Men sitting on logs loaded on rail flat cars; steam donkey can be seen in the background; 120 negative.

**Forest Activities; Forestry Instruction**
432 Where’s the fire, feature event of the afternoon was student session on Smoke-jumping put on by Ray Schenck.
433 Carl Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products; James Krygier, Director of Forestry Extension; and L. L. AStub@ Stewart, owner of Bohemia Lumber Co. and 5 other men on a tour of the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negative and print.
434 Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products; James Krygier, Director of Forestry Extension with 6 other men on a tour of the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negative and 2 prints.
435 James Johnson, Professor of Forest Products; Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products; Carl Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; L. L. AStub@ Stewart, owner of Bohemia Lumber Co. and two other men on a tour of the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negative and print.
436 Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products; L. L. AStub@ Stewart, owner of Bohemia Lumber Co.; James Johnson, Professor of Forest Products; James Krygier, Director of Forestry Extension on a tour of the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negative and print.
437 Carl Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products; L. L. AStub@ Stewart, owner of Bohemia Lumber Co. and 6 other men on a tour of the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negative and print.
438 Carl Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products; L. L. AStub@ Stewart, owner of Bohemia Lumber Co. and 8 other men on a tour of the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negative and print.
439 5 men on a tour of the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negative and print.
440 Close-up of a piece of plywood; 120 negative.
441-442 Man standing next to a wall of wood with a sign saying Expected results show structural adequacy of walls with utility grade studs. (Phase I) Theoretical procedure and computer program for proof tester (Phase II) Rational design procedure for more economic walls-Better walls (Structurally) (Phase III); wall at the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU; 120 negatives and prints.
443-476 Open House at the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU, February 19, 1977.
443 4 prints.
444 2 prints.
445 2 prints.
446 2 prints.
447 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry speaks with 2 men; 35mm negative frame 9 and 2 prints.
448 James Wilson, Professor of Forest Products, talks to four students; 35mm negative frame 3 and 2 prints.
449 Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products stands on a bench while speaking to a group of people; 120 negative at 979-11-1055.
450 State Representative Dick Magruder talking to two men; another print at 979-11-852.
451 Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products speaks to a group of people; 120 negative at 979-11-1051.
453 Paul Dunn, Ex-Dean of the College of Forestry talks with two other men; 35 mm negative frame 2 and print.
454 Helmuth Resch, Jack Duff and another man visit; 35mm negative frame 12 and print.
455 35mm negative frame 15 and print.
456 35mm negative frame 6 and print.
457 35mm negative frame 5 and 3 prints.
458 35mm negative frame 8 and 3 prints.
462-465 35mm negatives.
466 35mm negative frame 0; print at 979-11-853.
467-468 35mm negatives.
469 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU, visits with a man; 35mm negative frame 13.
470-475 35mm negatives.
477 Paul H. Dunn, Ex-Dean of the College of Forestry; Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of Forestry and a man holding a plaque; 4x5 negative.
478-487 Senior Weekend display; model logging operation; Forestry School, 1955.
478 120 negative at 979-11-1100.
479 120 negative at 979-11-1096.
480 120 negative at 979-11-1091.
481 120 negative at 979-11-1092.
482 120 negative at 979-11-1097.
483 120 negative at 979-11-1089.
484 120 negative at 979-11-1094.
485 120 negative at 979-11-1098.
486 120 negative at 979-11-1093.
487 120 negative at 979-11-1090.
488 Senior Weekend; two students in front of Forestry Building (Moreland Hall) with Smokey the Bear.
489-511 Beaver Open House, 1972.
489-491 35mm negatives.
492 35mm negative and print.
493 35mm negative at 979-11-510.
494 35mm negative at 979-11-523.
495 35mm negative and print.
496 Dale Bever, Assistant Dean of Forestry visits with three people in Peavy Hall reading room; 35mm negative and print.
497-498 35mm negatives.
499 35mm negative and print.
500 35mm negative.
501 l to r: Robert Krahmer and Mac McKimmey, Professors of Forest Products, and Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forest Products visit in a classroom; 35mm negative and print.
502 35mm negative.
503 35mm negative and print.
504 2 views; 1 view has a 35mm negative and print.
505-507 35mm negatives.
508 35mm negative and print.
509 35mm negative and print.
510-511 35mm negatives.
512-520 Beaver Open House.
518 Phil Crawford on far left.
521 Peavy Hall, Public Open House; dedication, 1972.
522 Beaver Open House, Peavy Hall, January 22, 1972; 120 negative at 979-11-534.
523-526 Beaver Open House, 1972; 35mm negatives.
523 print at 979-11-494.
527 Registration and visiting during the open house held at the School of Forestry, Fernhopper Day, February 25, 1961; 2 prints.
528-531 Student Visitation Weekend Exhibits, 1962.
532-538 Beaver Open House, January 22, 1972.
533-538 120 negatives.
539 Men sitting at a table in the front of a classroom; 120 negative.
540 Classroom filled with people; 120 negative.
542 2 men at a counter; 120 negative.
543-550 Fernhopper Seminar panel, 1971; views of panel and audience; 120 negatives.
549 print at 979-11-578.
551 Fernhopper reception prior to the banquet, February 28, 1976; 2 prints; 120 negative at 979-11-1024.
552 2 views; 35mm negative for cop2 at 979-11-795; 35mm negative for cop1 at 979-11-796.
553 35mm negative at 979-11-794.
554 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 35mm negative at 979-11-771.
555 35mm negative at 979-11-809.
556 Dale Bever, Assistant Dean of the College of Forestry; 35mm negative at 979-11-804.
557 2 prints; 35mm negative at 979-11-880c.
558 35mm negative at 979-11-778.
559 James Krygier, Director of Forestry Extension; 35mm negative at 979-11-800.
560 Anthony VanVliet, Professor of Forest Products, seated in lower left of photograph with his chin in his hands; 120 negative at 979-11-824.
561 35mm negative at 979-11-806.
562 T. J. Starker; 35mm negative at 979-11-812.
563 35mm negative at 979-11-776.
564 Head table with Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; L. L. AStub@ Stewart; and Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 35mm negative at 979-11-793.
565 35mm negative at 979-11-785.
566 35mm negative at 979-11-802.
567 Head table with Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; L. L. AStub@ Stewart; and Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 35mm negative at 979-11-792.
568 35mm negative at 979-11-783.
569 35mm negative at 979-11-879c.
570 35mm negative at 979-11-775.
571 120 negative at 979-11-818.
572 35mm negative at 979-11-814.
573 T. J. Starker; 2 prints; 35mm negative at 979-11-811.
574 T. J. Starker; 120 negative at 979-11-826.
575 120 negative at 979-11-819; another print at 979-11-946.
576 35mm negative at 979-11-880a.
577 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 35mm negative at 979-11-787.
578 Fernhopper Seminar panel, 1971; 120 negative at 979-11-549; another print at 979-11-945.
579 39th Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1971; 35mm negative at 979-11-813.
580 Same print as 979-11-553; 35mm negative at 979-11-794.
581 35mm negative at 979-11-879a.
582 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 35mm negative at 979-11-773.
583 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 35mm negative at 979-11-772.
584 Fernhopper Seminar, March 1971; l to r: Ken Kramer, Tim Donivan, ?, ?, Rod Remington and ?.
585 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU, and Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry visit with people during the banquet; 120 negative at 979-11-816.
586 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU, and Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry visit with people during the banquet; 35mm negative at 979-11-791.
587 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; and George W. Brown, Professor of Forest Hydrology visiting with people during the banquet; 35mm negative at 979-11-782.
588 35mm negative at 979-11-805.
589 35mm negative at 979-11-797.
590 James Krygier, Head of Forestry Extension standing; 35mm negative at 979-11-798.
591 120 negative at 979-11-820.
592 120 negative at 979-11-827.
593 120 negative at 979-11-823.
594 35mm negative at 979-11-774.
595 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 2 copies; 35mm negative at 979-11-880b.
596 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU, and Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 120 negative at 979-11-817.
597 35mm negative at 979-11-799.
598 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; 120 negative at 979-11-830.
599 120 negative at 979-11-829.
600 35mm negative at 979-11-808.
601 35mm negative at 979-11-810.
602 35mm negative at 979-11-807.
603 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; 3 prints; 35mm negative at 979-11-789.
605 120 negative at 979-11-815.
606 T. J. Starker; 120 negative at 979-11-828.
611 Parking lot behind Moreland Hall looking toward Weatherford Hall, 1971.
612 35mm negative at 979-11-786.
613 35mm negative at 979-11-801.
614 35mm negative at 979-11-803.
615 35mm negative at 979-11-879b.
616 Helmuth Resch, Head of the Department of Forestry Products; 35mm negative at 979-11-784.
617 35mm negative at 979-11-790.
618-620 Fernhopper Seminar, March 1971; men on panel are (l to r) Ken Kramer, Tim Donivan, ?, ?, Rod Remington, and ?.

621-622 Fernhopper Day, March 6, 1971.
621 (l to r): ?, Mike Marjoram, F. E. Senior; Dick Reagan, F. E. and MBA Grad; ?; and Brian Tvor, Forestry student; 120 negative at 979-11-821.

622 John Thompson and Ken McLaren looking at a display prepared by Xi Sigma Pi; 120 negative at 979-11-822.

623 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; 35mm negative at 979-11-788.
624 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 120 negative at 979-11-825.
625 35mm negative and print at 979-11-880.
626 35mm negative at 979-11-879; print at 979-11-626.
627 Man standing at the head table during a banquet; 3 prints.
628 Man standing at a podium.

629 Woman sings to people in the MU Ballroom; AKeep Oregon Green@ sign are on the front of the stage.

630-631 People at a banquet in the MU Ballroom.
632 Fernhopper Banquet Committee: (l to r, rear: Trail, Evans, Clayton, Kimsey, Geiger, Hill; front: Terpstra (Char.), Robles, Kinkead, Martin, Schmitz.
633 2 men viewing papers in a classroom.
634 Speaker at a banquet in the MU Ballroom.
635 Grads and friends get together.
636 Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom; A meal fit for a hungry forester, 1957.
637 Head table at a banquet in the MU Ballroom.
638 50 years of Forestry banquet in the MU Ballroom.
639 Banquet in the MU Ballroom.
640 Feature speaker of the evening, David T. Mason.
641 50 years of Forestry banquet in the MU Ballroom.
642 Banquet in the MU Ballroom.
643 Banquet in the MU Ballroom.
650-651 Fernhoppers= Breakfast, 1973; 120 negatives and prints.
650 Harold Bowenmans, H. Weaver, Lom Force Hill?, Floyd Vandervelden, Mrs. Vandervelen, and W. Ruhman.
651 H. Weaver, Floyd Vandervelden, and W. Ruhman.
652-653 2 men shaking hands around a plaque; 120 negatives and prints.
654-665 36th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1968; 120 negatives.
666 Fernhopper Breakfast, 1973; 120 negative and print.
667 Fernhopper Breakfast, 1973; 120 negative and print.
668 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU speaking.
670-671 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry.
677 Pat and Bill Holtclaw with President MacVicar; 120 negative at 979-11-1012.
678 120 negative at 979-11-1022.
679-680 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry.
681 Daniel Robinson, Professor of Forest Management, Bill Robertson and Barney Keep; another print at 979-11-2834.
Daniel Robinson, Professor of Forest Management, Bill Robertson and Barney Keep.
Daniel Robinson, Professor of Forest Management and Bill Robertson.
Print at 979-11-905.
Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry.
Daniel Robinson, Professor of Forest Management.
Log rolling at the A. W. F. C. Conclave, 1957 at Montana State University.
Log round cutting contest at the Spring Thaw, Mac Forest, 1973; 120 negative and print.
Log jumping at the Spring Thaw, Mac Forest, 1973; 120 negative and print.
Forestry competitions at the A. W. F. C. Conclave at Montana State University, 1957.
Men clearing brush from the side of a road; O=Day, 1961.
Forestry competitions at the Spring Thaw, McDonald Forest, 1971; 120 negatives and contact sheets.
Oregon State University forestry students climb aboard one of their specially-equipped trucks for a 15 minute ride to their 11,000 acre forest laboratory adjacent to the campus; McDonald Forest, 1950; other prints at 979-11-736, 979-11-761, 979-11-765, 979-11-1061, and 979-11-1063.
Spaulding Tractor, Rowley=s loader, July 11, 1960; 4x5 negative and print.
Same as 979-11-734; other prints at 979-11-761, 979-11-765, 979-11-1061, and 979-11-1063.
AMac@ (McCulloch, Dean of the School of Forestry) addresses club members following AO@ Day events.
Dr. Streyffert enjoying the AO@ Day feast.
O=Day, 1961; out on the field.
O=Day, 1961; out on the field.
Forestry club field activities.
nitrate negatives.
4x5 negatives.
nitrate negatives.
4x5 negative.
Flowers and plaque; plaque says AThis Grove of Trees has been Planted in Memory of Andrew Wojciechowski Student School of Forestry Oregon State University 1972@; color prints.
Same as 979-11-734; other prints at 979-11-736, 979-11-765, 979-11-1061, and 979-11-1063.
Forest Management Instruction class labs, January 1961; 120 negative at 979-11-1229.
Student studying a map with a stereoscope; contact print and 120 negative at 979-11-1227.
Student in the field, January 1961; 2 prints.
Forest Engineering field trip.
Same as 979-11-734; other prints at 979-11-736, 979-11-761, 979-11-1061, and 979-11-1063.
Forest Management, Britenbush field trip, Mill City, 1915.
Forest Engineering camp; Clorenie Olsen on left, Ken Murdock on right, Harold Peterson 2nd from right, and Harold Lawson 3rd from left.
Nettleton Road sign; Arboretum Day, McDonald Forest work day, 1950.
39th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom; 35mm negatives.
[prints for these are located at these numbers]
979-11-554
979-11-583
979-11-582
979-11-594
979-11-570
979-11-563
979-11-558
815-830 39th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom; 120 negatives.
[prints for these are located at these numbers]
829 979-11-599
830 979-11-598
831 Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1950.
832 Man and a cow; 120 negative.
833 Man milking cow; 120 negative.
834 Man riding cow; 120 negative.
836 George Schroeder leads the singing while Walt Gustafson provides the musical talent; 29th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, February 25, 1961; another print at 979-11-903.
837 People eating at a banquet in the MU Ballroom.
838-839 Man eating breakfast; 120 negatives.
840-841 Men washing dishes; 120 negatives.
842 Ed Heath, Professor of Resource Recreation Management, on the right; 120 negative at 979-11-1059.
843 120 negative at 979-11-1058.
845 T. J. Starker on right.
846 Same as 979-11-845.
847 120 negative and contact sheet at 979-11-895.
848 120 negative and contact sheet at 979-11-896.
849 Kent Downing, Professor of Resource Recreation Management, receives the Aufder Heide Award for outstanding teacher in the College of Forestry; 120 negative and contact print at 979-11-882.
850 Same as 979-11-849; 120 negative and contact print at 979-11-882.
851 120 negative and contact sheet at 979-11-897.
852 Same image as 979-11-450.
853 Open house at the Forest Research Laboratory, February 19, 1977; James Wilson Professor of Forest Products on far right; 35mm negative at 979-11-466.
854-855 1977 Fernhopper Breakfast in Albuquerque, New Mexico; 4x5 negatives.
856-878 44th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1976.
856 William Wheeler, second from right; another print at 979-11-859 and 979-11-904; 120 negative at 979-11-1036.
857 T. J. Starker sitting; another print at 979-11-907; 120 negative at 979-11-1040.
858 Bill Robertson; another print at 979-11-862; 120 negative at 979-11-1017.
859 Same as 979-11-856; another print at 979-11-904; 120 negative at 979-11-1036.
860 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry on left; another print at 979-11-861; 120 negative at 979-11-1013.
861 Same as 979-11-860; 120 negative at 979-11-1013.
862 Same as 979-11-858; 120 negative at 979-11-1017.
863 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; another print at 979-11-876; 120 negative at 979-11-1014.
864 Another print at 979-11-874; 120 negative at 979-11-1021.
865 Jack Dunaway >76, Harry Patton >17, Hal Arnet >31, Russ Barry >46, and Carwin Woolley >42; another print at 979-11-878; 120 negative at 979-11-1038.
866 120 negative at 979-11-1016.
867 Another print at 979-11-872; 120 negative at 979-11-1020.
868 Daniel Robinson, Professor of Forest Management, Bill Robertson and Barney Keep; another print at 979-11-875; 120 negative at 979-11-1045.
869 Another print at 979-11-873; 120 negative at 979-11-1018.
870 120 negative at 979-11-1019.
871 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 120 negative at 979-11-1015.
872 Same as 979-11-867; 3 prints; 120 negative at 979-11-1020.
873 Same as 979-11-869; 120 negative at 979-11-1018.
874 Same as 979-11-864; 120 negative at 979-11-1021.
875 Same as 979-11-868; 120 negative at 979-11-1045.
876 Same as 979-11-863; 120 negative at 979-11-1014.
877 120 negative at 979-11-1047.
878 Same as 979-11-865; 120 negative at 979-11-1038.
879 Same as 979-11-626; 35mm negative.
879a Same as 979-11-581; 35mm negative.
879b Same as 979-11-615; 35mm negative.
879c Same as 979-11-569; 35mm negative.
879d 43rd Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1975; 35mm negative and print at 979-11-919.
880 Same as 979-11-625; 35mm negative and print.
880a Same as 979-11-576; 35mm negative.
880b Same as 979-11-595; 35mm negative.
880c Same as 979-11-557; 35mm negative.
881 Kent Downing, Professor of Resource Recreation Management, making a speech after accepting the Aufder Heide Award, as the outstanding teacher in the College of Forestry; 120 negative and contact sheet.
882 Kent Downing, Professor of Resource Recreation Management, accepting the Aufder Heide Award, as the outstanding teacher in the College of Forestry; same as 979-11-849 and 979-11-850; 120 negative, contact sheet, and print.
883 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry presenting a plaque; 120 negative, contact sheet, and print.
884 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry; 120 negative, contact sheet, and print.
885 1973 Fernhopper Breakfast; Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean College of Forestry, front center, Mrs. Rosemary Stoltenberg, white suit, and John H. Beuter, Professor of Forest Management, and other people are seated at dining tables; 120 negative and 2 prints.
886 A table at the 1973 Fernhopper Breakfast; 120 negative and 2 prints.
887 Same as 979-11-626.
888 42nd Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1974; Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry is the man in the glasses.
889 Man speaks to a group of people in a laboratory.
890 39th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1971; Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry, on the right and Robert MacVicar, President of OSU, on the left.
891-894 42nd Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1974.
891 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry.
892 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU.
894 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry presenting a plaque.
895 Same as 979-11-847; 120 negative and contact sheet.
896 Same as 979-11-848; 120 negative and contact sheet.
897 Same as 979-11-851; 120 negative and contact sheet.
899 7th Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1939
900-902 45th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1977
900 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU; 120 negative at 979-11-930.
901 T. J. Starker, second from left and Mrs. Edward (Peggy) Allworth, second from right.
902 John Merman Beuter and Mrs. Jill Beuter.
903 Same as 979-11-836.
904 Same as 979-11-856 and 979-11-859; 120 negative at 979-11-1036.
905-907 44th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1976
905 Jack A. and Bob Thompson.
906 Roger Thompson and Stan Bishoprick.
907 Same as 979-11-857; 120 negative at 979-11-1040.
908-912 People planting seedlings in paper cups to use at the 43rd Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1975; 35mm negatives and contact sheet.
913-915 43rd Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1975; 35mm negatives and contact sheet.
916-917 People planting seedlings in paper cups to use at the 43rd Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1975; 35mm negatives and contact sheet.
916 Another print at 979-11-2070.
918-922 43rd Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1975; 35mm negatives and contact sheet.
919 Print at 979-11-879d.
921-922 Robert MacVicar, President of OSU speaking.
923-926 Photographs of women in a dining center; 35mm negatives and contact sheet.
927 43rd Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1975; 35mm negative and contact print.
928-930 45th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, 1977; 120 negatives.
930 Robert Mac Vicar, President of OSU; print at 979-11-900.
931 Men performing a skit on a stage.
(P shelves - Box 3)
932-933 R. V. Hansberger, President and Director of Boise Cascade Corporation, Boise, Idaho, bears down as guest speaker for the 29th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, February 25, 1961.
932 Another print at 979-11-948.
933 Another print at 979-11-949.
934 Dean W. F. McCulloch welcomes 502 guests to the 29th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, February 25, 1961; another print at 979-11-950.
935 Peavy? at a Fernhopper Banquet?.
938 Men finding their places at the 29th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, February 25, 1961; another print at 979-11-951.
940 Governor Mark Hatfield at mike, E. L. Peterson, speaker, to his right.
941 Governor Mark Hatfield; E. L. Peterson; W. F. McCulloch; and E. B. Lemon.
941 Fernhopper Banquet, 1931.
942 16th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, February 14, 1948; Peavy on left next to the speaker.
944 Guests at a banquet standing.
945 Same as 979-11-578.
946 Same as 979-11-575.
947 Head table and a partial view of the 502 guests at the 29th Annual Fernhopper Banquet in the MU Ballroom, February 25, 1961.
948 Same as 979-11-932.
949 Same as 979-11-933.
950 Same as 979-11-934.
951 Same as 979-11-938.
952 Foresters Banquet, February 5, 1930.
953 1st Annual Fernhopper Banquet, February 22, 1933.
954-963 45th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1977; 120 negatives and contact sheet.
954 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry speaking.
956 Same as 979-11-845.
958 Same as 979-11-844.
959 Heidi and Helmuth Resch, left on photo and Rosemary Stoltenberg (Mrs. Carl H. Stoltenberg).
560 Jill and John H. Beuter, Professor of Forest Management.
963 Same as 979-11-901.
964-981 40th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1972; 120 negatives and contact sheets.
964 T. J. Starker.
965 1 to r: Ward Armstrong, T. J. Starker, and Dean Carl Stoltenberg.
966 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry, on left.
967-969 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry, handing out awards.
970-971 Carl H. Stoltenberg, Dean of the College of Forestry.
972-974 Ward Armstrong.
976-977 Ward Armstrong.
982 28th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, February 20, 1960; l to r: David T. Mason, Recipient of honorary Fernhopper Award; Elliot Jenkins, Pres. West coast Lumber Men=s Association, guest speaker; and Dean W. F. McCulloch.
983-999 40th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1972; 120 negatives and contact sheets.
992 T. J. Starker.
995 T. J. Starker and Mrs. Peggy Allworth, widow of Ed Allworth.
996-997 L. L. AStub@ Stewart.
1012-1023 44th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1976; 120 negatives and contact sheet.
1012 Same as 979-11-677.
1013 Same as 979-11-860 and 979-11-861.
1014 Same as 979-11-863 and 979-11-876.
1015 Same as 979-11-871.
1016 Same as 979-11-866.
1017 Same as 979-11-858 and 979-11-862.
1018 Same as 979-11-869 and 979-11-873.
1019 Same as 979-11-870.
1020 Same as 979-11-867 and 979-11-872.
1021 Same as 979-11-864 and 979-11-874.
1022 Same as 979-11-678.
1024-1035 Fernhopper Reception prior to the banquet, February 28, 1976; 120 negatives and contact sheet.
1024 Same as 979-11-551.
1036-1047 44th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1976; 120 negatives and contact sheet.
1036 Same as 979-11-856, 979-11-859, and 979-11-904.
1038 Same as 979-11-865 and 979-11-878.
1040 Same as 979-11-857 and 979-11-907.
1045 Same as 979-11-868 and 979-11-875.
1047 Same as 979-11-877.
1048 OSC Fernhoppers at steak fry, Club Cabin.
1049-1052 Open House at the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU, February 19, 1977; 120 negatives and contact sheet.
1051 Same as 979-11-451.
1053 45th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1977; 120 negative and contact sheet.
1054-1056 Open House at the Forest Research Laboratory at OSU, February 19, 1977; 120 negatives and contact sheet.
1055 Same as 979-11-449.
1057-1059 45th Annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1977; 120 negative and contact sheet.
1058 Same as 979-11-843.
1059 Same as 979-11-842.
I I. Published Photographs [Primarily b/w prints, arranged by page number (given on left) as published in "75 Years of Continuing Progress in Forestry Education", 1981. Capital letters (i.e. 2A and 2B) distinguish photographs published on the same page as shown in annotated copy of publication.]

Cover Peavy Hall, 1980; b/w and color print.
Memorial Union, 1980.
2A Dean Carl H. Stoltenberg, 1971.
4A Dean Peavy at Forestry Cabin, ca. 1935.
4B George Wilcox Peavy, ca. 1940.
5A George Peavy in his office on "Heaventh" floor of Chem Shack (Education Hall), ca. 1910.
5B Dean Peavy's cabin on Arboretum tract, ca. 1945.
5C Weekly evening seminar class with Dean George Peavy as leader. Photo taken by Al Arnst, class of 1931, with flashpowder instead of flashbulbs, ca. 1930.
5D Spring trip to Mary's Peak, 1923. Students in background: with fry pan, James L. Mielke; Kenneth Murdock; with pipe, Trevor Lewis; with stick, James D. Shaver. At table, Dean G.W. Peavy and H.I. Nettleton. Note circular saw used for stove top.
8A Dean George W. Peavy, ca. 1945.
8B Dean Paul M. Dunn, ca. 1950.
8C Acting Dean Earl G. Mason, ca. 1940.
10B College of Forestry administration, 1980/81.
10C Forest Science faculty, 1980/81.
10D Forest Management faculty, 1980/81.
11A Forest Engineering faculty, 1980/81.
11B Forest Products faculty, 1980/81.
12B Forestry students in courtyard of Peavy Hall between classes, ca. 1980.
13A Moreland Hall, 1980.
13B Peavy Hall courtyard, looking east toward Dean's offices, ca. 1980.
14A T.J. Starker, ca. 1950.
14B Clarence W. Richen (right) and Charles N. Holman, 1974.
15A OSU Distinguished Service Award recipients, including Charles W. Fox and Charles R. Buxton, 1976.
15B Loren L. (Stub) Stewart (right) receives OSU Distinguished Service award, 1978.
17A Donald Smith, Forestry Alumni President, ca. 1975.
19A Cover of 50th anniversary publication, 1959.
19B Henry Clepper, second from right, was one of speakers at 50th anniversary commemoration, as executive secretary of Society of American Foresters. From left: Clarence Richen, Clepper; and J. Herbert Stone; Dean W.F. McCulloch, standing; print and 4x5 negative.
19C Harold D. Gill receives desk name plaque carved out of yew wood from Alumni Association president Al Arnst (left), 1956.
19D T.J. Starker (right) receives desk name plaque carved out of yew wood from Alumni Association president Al Arnst, 1956.
20A Albert Arnst, editor of the 75th and 50th anniversary publications, ca. 1980.
21 Cross section of log, 35 mm negative; also on pages 6, 37, and 69.
22A First forestry graduating class, 1910; Sinclair A. Wilson, J.F. Pernot, T.J. Starker, and H.D. Gill.
22B T.J. Starker demonstrates tree growth rings at annual meeting of Columbia River Section of Society of American Foresters, 1977.
22C Class of 1910, 1910.
23A Forestry students in camp, while on field work in spring of 1910; from left: Harold Gill, Adolph Nilsson, Harold Barber, Sinclair Wilson, T.J. Starker, Jack Pernot, Harold Eberly.
23C TJ Starker marking timber during snowstorm in eastern Oregon, 1910.
24A Members of 1910 graduating class at 1930 reunion; (left to right) T.J. Starker, Sinclair A. Wilson, and Harold D. Gill.
25B Second annual Fernhopper Banquet in Memorial Union, 1929.
26A Forestry students, 1920. Dean G.W. Peavy and Earl G. Mason are in front row, at right.
27A Austin McReynolds, ca. 1980.
27B Forestry students with Sampson truck, ASix Bits@, 1922; De Witt Jones, Lee Holmes, Delbert "Pop" Day, Floyd Willert, Bill Owens, "Pat" Patterson, Wilfred D. Lovegren, Elmer Balderee, "Chung" B.L. Nutting, Tom Owens, "Brad" Peavy.
28A Fernhopper Banquet, 1938.
29A Forestry graduate students, forest nurseryman and faculty, 1932; Fred Schreiner, "Pat" Patterson, Dean G.W. Peavy, T.J. Starker, Richard S. Kearns, Bill Baker, Harry Fowells, Merle S. Lowden and Vern H. McDaniel.
31A School of Forestry faculty, 1959.
32A Forestry Femmes, ca. 1960; 35 mm copy negative and print.
33A Aerial mapping class, 1949.
34A Forestry students on field trip to milling operation, 1968. From left: Doug Morrison, Ken Evans, Roy Schaff, Leonard Wolke, Ray Schenck, Bill Frank, Kelly Ziegler.
34B Donna Byrne, ca. 1980.
36A First meeting of newly organized Pacific Logging Congress in Seattle, Washington, 1909; 5x7 copy negative and print.
36B George M. Cornwall, ca. 1950; 35 mm copy negative and print
38A Forestry students in Self-Learning Center, 1980.
38B Student views slide tape in Self-Learning Center, 1980.
40A Display of self-learning equipment at Society of American Foresters annual meeting, 1970.
40B John Beaton, of Self-Learning Center staff, checks on students using carrels, ca. late 1960s.
42A Dr. Norman Borlaug, Nobel-prize winning agronomist and forester, discusses world forestry situation with forestry students and staff, 1979.
43A Dr. William Cote; director of Ultrasonic Center at Syracuse, N.Y., discusses wood structure with Forest Products students, ca. 1980.
44A Dr. Frank Beall, Drying Section Manager for Research and Development, Weyerhaeuser Co., discusses latest drying techniques with Forest Products faculty and students, 1980.
46 Oregon Forest Research Laboratory, ca. 1980.
47 Forest Products Laboratory, ca. 1945.
48 Research in particle board composition and strength at Forest Research Laboratory, ca. 1965.
49 TJ Starker at Apost farm®, ca. 1930.
50A Pollination research, ca. 1980.
50B Dedication of Forest Science wing of Forest Research Laboratory on Fernhopper Day, 1968. At lectern is L.L. ("Stub") Stewart, speaking for forest products industry. Seated, left to right: E.D. "Debs" Potts, President, Oregon State Senate; Frank L. Gilchrist, Western Wood Products Ass'n., Master of Ceremonies; Father Charles S. Neville, invocation.
51 Helicopter sprays study area with herbicide, ca. 1980.
52 Tree plantation, ca. 1980.
53 Progeny testing area, used in genetic research of trees, undated.
54A Forest Products specialists test strength of laminated wood beam, ca. 1975.
55A Forest Products specialists fabricate framing structure to be used in testing overlays of plywood, ca. 1975.
57A Research Forests aerial view, ca. 1980.
59A Entrance sign to McDonald Forest, ca. 1960.
59B Marvin Rawley, forest manager and supervisor of construction for existing Forestry Club cabin, stands atop McCulloch Peak. McDonald Forest is in background, ca. 1970.
60A McDonald Forest area harvested in 1929 and planted in 1936, ca. early 1950s; view looking north from Vineyard Mountain with Coffin Butte landfill in background.
61B Loading logs on truck with A-frame, ca. 1970.
61C Harvesting trees in McDonald Forest with tractor, ca. 1970.
62A Loren Kellogg, Forest Engineering instructor, demonstrates model skyline yarder to his class, ca. 1980.
63A Drawing of oxen pulling log.
63B Drawing of steam tractor pulling logs; 4x5 negative.
65A Aerial view of forest clearcuts, ca. 1960.
66A Logger with bucking saw and double-bitted axe, ca. 1950.
67A Skier with Mt. Hood in background, ca. 1950.
68A Campfire on Oregon coast, ca. 1960.
70A-D Forestry Club activities at Fall Frost, 1980.
70A Double bucking event; Marvin Rawley, class of 1950, with hard hat, looks on at left. At misery whip are Chip Weber and Janis Bambe. Oiler (with hat) is Jim McGilvery.
70B Single Bucking event; Charlie Streuili (left) and Jamie Pinkham.
70C Cronemiller Lake was scene of other competition. Dave Erickson (left) balances on Timber pole while Dan Fore, right hurries to cross boom run.
70D Kathryn Cathcart (left) and Diana Bambe hurry to cross logs with chokers in hand during women's choker setting race.
71A Students surveying, ca. 1956.
71B-C Two members of the all male Class of 1956 as pictured in the Annual Cruise.
71D Forestry students working on computer, 1980.
71E Forestry students studying, ca. 1956.
71F-G Forestry students studying and working on computer, 1980.
72 Arboretum Day meal, ca. 1950.
73A First forestry cabin was built and dedicated in 1926. The cabin was destroyed by fire in 1949; negative and print.
73B Distinguished group of forestry notables attending the dedication ceremony in 1926.
73C Second forestry cabin was built in 1952.
73D Second fireplace was added to first Forestry Cabin after initial construction in 1926.
74A Tug-of-war at Spring Thaw, 1956.
74B Logging skills competition at Spring Thaw, ca. 1970.
75A Students at Forestry Cabin, ca. 1970.
75B Students and faculty pitched in to building second Forestry Cabin after fire destroyed first cabin in 1949.
75C Spring Thaw of 1965 featured entertainers, from left, Lena Mortti, Helena Miller, Jim Lemery, Robert Nelson.
76A Cover of 1955 Annual Cruise.
77A Panel presentation on forest management at Fernhopper Day, ca. 1975.
77B-C Forestry alumni at Forestry Cabin on Arboretum tract on Fernhopper Day, ca. 1975.
78A Social hour in Memorial Union lounge, preceding annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1980.
78B T.J. Starker (left) visits with alumni at Fernhopper Banquet, 1980.
78C Head table and portion of visiting alumni attending 48th annual Fernhopper Banquet, 1980.
79A Annual Conclave of Association of Western Forestry Clubs, 1974.
79B Dean Emeritus Paul Dunn presents the Paul M. Dunn Award to Donna M. Byrne in recognition of her selection as top senior in Class of 1980.
82A Twenty-three of the forty-two recipients of undergraduate forestry scholarships for the 1980-81 school year.
83A Forestry students in TJ Starker’s class work on nursery beds at Clarke-McNary State Nursery at arboretum, ca. 1920.
84A Logging with horses, ca. 1930.
Cover Moreland Hall, 1980.

II. Unpublished Photographs and Negatives [Arranged by item number 992-24-xxx, with last three digits given on left.]

-001 George W. Peavy, Dean OSU School of Forestry.
-004 TJ Starker at podium at Fernhopper Banquet, 1980.
-009 TJ Starker in a classroom, leaning against a log, ca. 1920.
-029-041 Recipients of undergraduate forestry scholarships for the 1980-81 academic year school year; prints, 120 negatives, and contact sheet.
-188-189 Forest Research Laboratory.
-300 Men cutting lower branches off trees in McDonald Forest.
-303 George Peavy in forest gear.
-304 Banquet.
-454-457 OSU School of Forestry Forest Research Laboratory.
-512-514 McDonald Forest; photos by Don Mans Salem, Oregon.
-603-746 Memorial Union and Moreland Hall, 1980; 35 mm negatives, contact sheet, and prints; include the images on front and back covers and on page 13.
-759-763 Al Arnst; 35 mm negatives; includes negative for image published on page 20.
-764-767 35 mm copy negatives for images published on pages 12 and 71.
-769 Men sitting at a table; 120 negative.
-770-771 Clarence Richen, Henry Clepper; J. Herber Stone, and Dean McCulloch, 1959; prints and 4x5 negatives.
-786-793 35 mm copy negatives for images published on pages 5, 8, 22-24, and 73; includes image of Dewey Rand, TJ Starker, and WF McCulloch on State Board of Forestry tour in 1962.
-797-800 At Annual meeting of Columbia River Section of Society of American Foresters at Sun River in 1977 T.J. Starker gives dramatic demonstration of tree growth. Annual rings show response to tree's feeding on sunshine; 35 mm negatives.
-801-804 Recipients of undergraduate forestry scholarships for the 1980-81 academic year; 120 negatives.
-805-809 Dean Emeritus Paul Dunn presents the Paul M. Dunn Award to Donna M. Byrne in recognition of her selection as top senior in Class of 1980; 35 mm negatives.
-810-827 35 mm copy negatives for images published on pages 5, 8, 18-19, 22, 27, 71, 76, and 84.
-832-849 College of Forestry administrators and faculty (in department groups); 120 negatives and contact sheets.
-850-873 George W. Peavy; b/w and color 120 copy negatives and contact sheets.
-875-876 Forestry students, ca. 1980.
-878 Helicopter on field next to Gill, ca. 1980.
-879 Forestry students, ca. 1980.
-880 Men sawing board in half; in Asia?.
-881 Forest Products specialists test strength of a laminated wood beam.
-884-885 Forestry students, ca. 1980.
-886 Forest management students who attended annual meeting of Society of American Foresters held in Spokane, Washington, 1980; similar to photo published on p. 81.
-887 Fernhopper banquet, 1980.
-893 Forestry Club Cabin in McDonald Forest, ca. 1950.
-894 Trees growing under shelter (at nursery?).
-895 Cartoon of logger used in Forestry Club display.
-896 Progeny testing area.
-897 Self-Learning Center, ca. 1970.
-898 Student using a computer, ca. 1980.
-899 William Cote.
-902 Peavy Hall, ca. 1980.
-903 Tree research area (at nursery?).
-904 Forestry student and faculty group, ca. 1940.
-905 Peavy next to fireplace in cabin, 1940.
-906 Students working on a computer, ca. 1980.
-907 Forestry students with Dean Peavy, ca. 1920.
-978 Cross section of a log.
-1138-1139 Woman sitting on Peavy Hall sign, looking at the 1945 Annual Cruise, ca. 1980.
1188-1191 Forestry Class field trip to Wind River US Forest Service planting and thinning nursery, 1916.
College of Forestry Photographic Collection (P 61)
Subgroup 4 - Un-Numbered Images Arranged by Accession

Accession 94:082
Photos displayed at 1986 Fernhopper Banquet; 8 matted b/w prints.
Fred Schriner, 1930
Forestry Club Sophomores, ca. 1960
Champion timberland tour Conclave, 1979
Two foresters Anapping@, from OSF Newsletter, 1974
Choker setting race, ca. 1975
Fernhopper Banquet, 1971
Double buck competition, ca. 1980
Dedication of Forestry Club Cabin, 1926
Presentations of Award Certificates, ca. 1980s; approx. 60 images (35-mm and 120 negatives, negatives, prints, and contact sheets).
Spring Recognition Dinner, 1986; 7 color prints.
Dean Stoltenberg with Alen Krenz and Keniston Family, ca. 1970; 2 prints.
Scholarship Recipients (individual portraits and snapshots), 1962-1984; approx. 250 color and b/w prints.

Accession 95:001
AThe New Deal in McDonald Forest: Camp Arboretum@, ca. 1980; 80 color slides for a slide-tape program prepared by Royal G. Jackson and Karen Thomas; includes images of Camp Arboretum programs and participants in the late 1930s as well as modern (ca. 1980) views of the Camp area. The accompanying script and audio cassette recordings are with College of Forestry Records (RG 139).

Accession 96:031
School of Forestry sawmill (4.21), spring 1953; 9 prints.
Faculty (5.11), 1910-1973; 2 4x5 negatives and approx. 295 prints.
Individual portraits arranged alphabetically [2 folders].
Groups of faculty and staff; formal group portraits as well as informal groups on field trips and tours and in laboratories and offices; also includes Oregon State Board of Forestry and groups of short course participants.
(12x17 oversize box)
Faculty and staff for 1959/60.
(P shelves)
Unidentified faculty.
Office Staff (5.12), ca. 1961-1972; individual portraits and groups; 24 prints.
Students (5.13), 1909-1972; approx. 1500 prints.
Individuals
Groups
Candids; students in woods, on field trips and tours, in classrooms and laboratories and participating in forestry activities.
Annual Cruise paste-ups, ca. 1950s.
Photos of individuals unattached from paste-ups
Paste-ups of Annual Cruise pages with individual portraits [2 folders]
Paste-ups of Annual Cruise pages [2 folders].
Xi Sigma Pi (5.15), ca. 1939-1955; 9 prints.
Forestry Club (5.16), 1914-1961; 2 120 negatives and 13 prints.
Awards (5.17), 1972; 5 prints.
Miscellaneous (5.18), 1905-1970; 26 prints; includes individuals, groups of students and faculty, award presentations, meetings, a lumber mill, and forestry activities.
Arboretum Day and Spring Thaw (5.21), ca. 1940-1961; Forestry Club cabin and activities; approx. 80 prints.
O-Day (5.22), 1961; 3 prints.
Forestry Club dances and activities (5.23), 1939-1951; 25 prints.
Camp Arboretum, 1938; 3 prints.
Wood cutting and office scenes, 1975; 64 35 mm negatives and 3 contact sheets.
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) Camp New Benson at Bridal Veil, Oregon, 1934-1936; 41 prints.

**Accession 98:013**
B.L. Nutting, ca. 1923 and 1950; 2 prints.
Three loggers on stump of old growth tree, Oregon California Lumber Co., ca. 1919.
Forestry faculty, students, and alumni, ca. 1924.
First row: Bill Baker, Ed Mowat, Vern McDaniel, Clarence Strong, and P.E. Melis
Second row: B.L. Nutting, Gordon Duncan, Bert Thomas, Dave Wilson, Joe Chamberlin, Lynn Cronemiller, T.J. Starker, George W. Peavy, Sinclair Wilson, Arthur Lundeen, Carl Jacoby, Donald H. Mathews, Earl Mason, and H.R. Patterson
Forestry students with School of Forestry truck, ASix Bits@, 1922.
Forestry students or loggers (?).
Portrait of George W. Peavy on beach, ca. 1945.

**Faculty and Staff (Transferred from biographical files in RG 139)**
Barnes, George H.
Dane, Charles W.
Dilworth, J. Richard
Doerksen, Allan H.
Duryea, Mary L.
Elfers, David Paul
Espenas, Leif D.
Everett, Ellis L.
Ferrell, William K.
Fery, Carl S.
Filipponi, Mervyn
Gay, Lloyd W.
Gibbs, Kenneth C.
Gordon, John C.
Graham, Robert D.
Grantham, John B.
Grier, Charles C.
Hagdorn, William G.
Harr, Robert D.
Hayes, George L.
Heath, Edward H.
Hooven, Edward F.
Hopkins, Walter S.
Accession 2009:046
P 61 College of Forestry - Research Forests Photographs, 1922-2003

Box 1
Blodgett Tract-General Views, 1997-1998 (3 folders)
Blodgett Tract Survey-Jackson Place, 1997-2001
McDonald-Dunn Research Forest-General Views, 1982-2001 (8 folders)
McDonald-Dunn Research Forest-Owl Research, 1998 (Brendan Sylvander)
McDonald-Dunn Research Forest-Logged Tree Studies, undated
McDonald-Dunn Research Forest-Plant and Flower Varieties, 1997
McDonald-Dunn Research Forest-Stream Research, 1994-1995 (4 folders)
Peavy Arboretum, undated (2 folders)
Slides for Report: Peavy Arboretum Master Plan, 1982

Box 2
Research Forests-Archaeological Work and Surveying, 1990-2002 (7 folders)
Stand Management Co-op Photopoints (Lewisburg and Blodgett units), 1991 (2 folders-incl. two research notebooks)
Plant Association Reconnaissance Plot Photopoints, 1989-2003 (5 folders)
Urban Fringe Photopoints, 1989-1990 (incl. two notebooks with data)
“First Shot” of Thinning: Before, During, and After Harvest, 1990-1995 (3 folders-incl. a research notebook)
Plant Association Ecoplot Photopoints, 2003
Presentation Slides on Oak Creek Study Area; Harvest Program, undated
Aerial Shots of the McDonald Forests and Surrounding Areas, 2003 (incl. a cd)

Box 3
Images of Camp Arboretum Copied from Ed Sekermestrovich (2 folders)
The “Big Wheel” Logging Cart and its Move to Peavy Arboretum, 1998
Storm Damage and Snow at Peavy Arboretum, undated
Cameron Tract, 1989-1993
Historic Views of McDonald-Dunn Forest and Soap Creek Valley
Historic Views of Logging Operations in Valsetz and Silverton, Oregon, 1922
(copies of photos from Martin Gullickson)
Ramsdell Property, 1997
“Oberteuffer” undated

Research Forests-General and Unidentified Views
Images catalogued and described as a part of cultural resource inventory surveys from 1990 to 1995 which listed photographs, negatives, and slides held by the OSU Research Forests. Most are in the form of slides identified by a code number (XLHZ5001, for example) that correspond to a particular subject or origin. Many of these images were shot by MAIS student and consultant Bob Zybach, who worked on the inventory projects. Other images are reproductions of historic photographs collected through oral history projects as well as U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Forest Service images that were originally featured in publications. Primarily reflecting the McDonald-Dunn Forest and the surrounding region, these images also document forestry operations (including reforestation and native tree planting) in Lincoln County and the town of Valsetz. The historic views depict the Soap Creek Valley, logged-over areas in the Oregon coast range, and family farms/homesteads of some of the oral history subjects. Cataloging worksheet information and inventories of these images are stored in the same box.

Box 4
Aerial Photographs of McDonald-Dunn Forest and Corvallis Area, 1936; 1944

Box 5
Aerial Photographs of Lumber Mills in Oregon, Washington, California, and Montana, 1955-72

Accession 2011:024
(P 61) College of Forestry Photographs, ca. 1910-2006

Box 1
Images Used for Annual and Biennial Reports
Images Used in the Long Range COPE Report, 1989
Images for “Managing Young Forests in the Douglas-Fir Region”, 1972
“Images to Scan for Our Library” (mostly unidentified and undated)
Recipients of the Dean’s Award-Portrait Shots, 2000-2005
Forestry Deans-Stoltenberg, Peavy, and Brown
Portrait Shots of Forestry Staff: (4 folders)
Adams, Darius
Adams, Paul
Adams, Tom C.
Admiral, Roger
Aft, Harvey
Anekonda, Thimmappa
Aulerich, Edward
Baker, William J.
Baldassano, David
Barnes, George H.
Beasley, Andrew
Beschta, Bob
Bever, Dale N.
Black, Hugh C.
Boyle, Jim
Brodie, Doug
Brown, George
Brown, Terry
Brunner, Charles
Buckman, Bob
Budelier, Clarence
Compton, Miles L.
Crawford, Phillip
Cromack, Kermit
Cummings, Laurence
Dane, Charles
Davies, William
Davis, Bealah
DeMoisy, Ralph
Dilworth, John
Downing, Kenton
Dunn, Paul M.
Dykstra, Dennis
Ellis, Everett
Elwood, Norm
Emmingham, Bill
Espenas, Leif
Ethington, Bob
Evenden, Robert M.
Ferrell, William
Fery, Carl
Filip, Greg
Filipponi, Mervin
Funck, Jim
Gartner, Barbara
Garland, John
Gay, Lloyd
Grantham, John
Gupta, Rakesh
Hann, David
Hansen, Eric
Harmon, Mark
Harr, Dennis
Hayes, G. Lloyd
Hibbs, Dave
Hino, Jeff
Hobbs, Steve
Hooven, Edward
Hopkins, Walter S.
Hostetter, Robert
Humphrey, Phil
Irgens-Moller, Helge
Jaenicke, Alex
Jeffers, Dwight
Jemison, George
Jensen, Ed
Johnson, Becky
Johnson, Norm
Kallander, Rudolph
Karchesy, Joe
Kearns, Richard
Kellogg, Loren
Keniston, Robert
Knorr, Philip
Kramer, Brian
Lake, E.R.
Larson, Gary
Laver, Murray
Law, Bev
Leichti, Bob
Lewis, Charles
Li, Kaichang
Luoma, Dan
Lysne, David
McCulloch, W. F.
McKee, Art
McLain, Tom
McLaren, E. Kenneth
Malcolm, R. M.
Maguire, Chris
Maguire, Doug
Marshall, David
Mason, Earl G.
Maxey, Carl
Meganck, Rich
Meilan, Rick
Miller, Don
Milota, Mike
Moldenke, Alison
Montgomery, Claire
Morrell, Jeff
Mowat, Edwin
Nettleton, Harry
Newins, Harold
Newton, Mike
Norris, Logan
Olsen, Eldon
Orsdel, J. P. Van
Overholser, James
Parke, William
Patterson, H. R.
Peavy, George
Peters, Penn
Proctor, Phimister
Radosevich, Steve
Randall, Warren
Reeb, Jim (could be Reeb or Reele)
Reed, David
Reed, Mark
Reed, Scott
Reichart, Robert
Richen, Clarence
Ripple, Bill
Robinson, Dan
Rose, Robin
Ross, Darrell
Schreiner, Fred
Schroeder, George
Sedell, Jim
Sessions, John
Shelby, Bo
Shindler, Bruce
Siecke, E. O.
Simonsen, John
Skaugset, Arne
Sollins, Phil
Stankey, George
Starker, T. J.
Strauss, Steve
Streeby, Larry
Swanson, Fred
Tesch, Steve
Thielges, Bart
Voorhies, Glenn
Walstad, Jack
Waring, Dick
Weber, Nancy
West, William
Willison, Charles
Wilson, Jim
Wilson, Robert
Yocum, Theodore
Yoder, Ray
York, George
Zaerr, Joe

35mm Negatives for Portraits of Law, Li, Elwood, Adams-Paul and Darius
Portrait Shots of Society of American Foresters (SAF) Symposia Speakers, undated
Lands Research Advisory Committee, 1960
Flooding in Corvallis, 1996
Oakridge Forest Service Ranger Station Fire, 1996
“Fernhopper” Reunion Events, 1977-1978
Richardson Hall Construction, 1998
Peavy Arboretum and McDonald Forest Field Trips and Activities, 1980
Buildings-Peavy Hall and Forest Research Laboratories, 1954-1980 (includes images of the old lab building and construction of current structure)
Building Construction Sites and Finished Structures, undated
Tours-Variouos, 1980-1989
Oregon Forestry Center, 1952 (original building from the 1905 Exposition in Portland)
Classroom Instruction, undated (faculty identified as Tedder and Darius)

**Box 2**
Mill and Logging Operations, ca. 1910-1979 (4 folders)
Unidentified Locations, People, and Forestry Research, undated (2 folders)
Views of Various Research Projects, 1957-1980 (29 folders-wood drying, preservation testing, veneer studies, new product development, laminated siding tests, seedling growth, tree fiber analysis, tension testing, hardboard process, pole farm studies, stream water quality, conk rot, D.L. Phipps Forest Nursery specimens, tussock moth specimens)
Hardwoods, undated (images of leaves and flowers from hardwood trees)

**Box 3**
Research Projects, cont. (12 folders)
Arranged by the College of Forestry by General Subject
“Animals” (images of insects, fish, and various forest fauna)
“Regeneration” (images of new tree growth and planting)
“Water” (forest streams and rivers)
“Woods” (shots of primarily unidentified forests from the air and ground)

**Box 4**

**Box 5 (16x20 oversize box)**
Oversized Photographs:
Various Research Projects
Buildings-Peavy Hall and the Forestry Research Lab
Mill and Logging Operations (mostly historic shots, ca. 1910)